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The Meaning of Tragedy

M r the last three years, ever since the creation of the State of Israel, many

of our fellow Jews, good synagogue-going Jews, have been coining to me with a very

intelligent complaint. "Why," they ask, "must we observe days of national mourning such

as Tisha B!av when we already have a State of Israel? Why cry and mourn over some

catastrophe which occured almost 2,000 years ago when today G-d has helped us and the

ingathering of the exiles has begun?" And this, my friends, is a query which is difficult

to answer. Iflhy, after all, will it be necessary for us to tfast tonight and tomorrow, and

observe the other laws of Tisha Bfav, when the Jews in Israel now have a healthy,

progressive government, which is something for which we have dreamed so long? Of what

use is it to remember a past tragedy? In short, what meaning dies Tisha B!av kavs foi?

a Jew of today J

Before we attempt to answer that question, let us make one important observation

on the nature of Tisha B'aVe And that is, that Tisha Bfav is an occasion which requires

more than memory. Remembering alone is a dull, passive act. A memory by itself is merely

a stagnant picture momentarily projected on the screen of onefs mind, and is *«r overlooked

as any dull commercial is overlooked by a typical television audience. It may be entertainini

but it means little if anything. No, Tisha Bfav does not mean remembering, it means

reliving. It means, if I be permitted to paraphrase the Passover Haggada, that

that in every generation every Jew must feel as if he himself lived in Jerusalem as it

was being destroyed by the cruel invader, as if he himself was one of the faithful

onlookers who wept endless tears as 4»e watched the £*}>N?> V W ,the Holy Temple,

go up in flames, desecrated by the inhuman legions of Rome, and then threw Hmnniiif bodily

into those very same flames. Every Jew must feel as if he personally were uprooted from

his own sweet Palestinian soil and sent off as an exile to some strange country, far far

from home.
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Rabbi lehudah Halevi, the greifc medieval poet and philosopher, -wrote a poem which

he called » \fc £ J\ fc d D //' 5 , or "An Ode to Zion", which many people regard

as one of the most inspired poems written since the close of the Bible, and which we will

recite tonight as part of the ^\iJ>p , or traditional lamentations* And in it he

expresses what we have have been trying to say: that every Jew must feel the national

disaster as if it were his own personal tragedy* Ys/rites Xehudah Halevi to Zion:

J j k \ ^ \ p

"To wail for your afflictions I am like the jackals, but when I dream

"Of the return of your captivity, I am a harp for your songs."

Inspiring lines indeed. Igow well Yehudah Halevi defined the attitude we should take to

our national fast days and feast days.) To cry for the affliction of Jerusalem and the

devastation of our former glory, you should wail the mournful call of the jackal*ia the

dark of night ••• the eerie wail of a jackal which penetrates the hardest hearts and draws

tears from the driest eyes and splits the very heavens themselves* And when it comes to

joy and happiness over the good tidings of Israel rebuilt, let your heart become a harp

on whose strings the gladness of Zion will pluck the sweet melodies of happiness. This

indeed is what is meant by making Israel's sorrow your sorrow and her joy your joy -

"To wail for your affliction I am like the jackals, but when I dream

"Of the return of your captivity, I am a harp for your songs,"

The observance of Tisha B!av means, then, not remembering the destruction of the Temple,

but reliving it, not recollecting but reexperiencing.

With this introduction, we can now proceed to answer the question we posed at the

very beginning* Let us restate that question thus: why is it necessary t& relive and

reexperience the tragedy of Tisha B«av? And to this question, my friends, we can find three

powerful and cogent answers which, I hope, will make Tisha B*av more meaningful for alif us*

First of all, we^a debt at least of sentiment to the Jewish martyrs of bygone ages.

One of the deepest feelings of man is^to be remembered after he leaves this world, he wants

to live on in the hearts of others, like the sun when even after it has set below the

western skies still leaves a soft warm glow for humans to admire. We all know how Jews
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of the older generation wanted to "leave a Kaddish", which means - to leave a son who after

the parents1 death will continue to remember them tenderly. In so many cases the only

consolation for a person who felt so near to a cold grave, was the knowledge that there

was reserved for him a warm spot in the hearts of a son and daughter who at least three

times a year will turn their thoughts to Father and Mother. Oh, I know that there are

many sophisticated people who will sneer at all this. But ±% is these same sophisticates

who crowd our synagogues when Yizkor time comes around*

Every person who has lived a noble life [arid died for a noble cause] wants to feel

that all his toil has not been in vain. He wants to feel that someone in the distant future

will some day say, "Here lived and thrived an honest and G-d fearing man.11 It is the sort

of felling you get when you come upon a place where once there was a great and mighty oak

tree which graced its surroundings with its majesty and gave cool shade to the weary

traveller, and then the oak died and was chopped down. And you come near that place and

see the stump which once was that majestic oak, and you say with a heavy heart and a

sigh, "Here there was once a beautiful tree••."••

But this is more than just some good advice to be sentimental* The punishment

for forgetting people of past ages, is being forgotten yourself by futufce ages. The penalty

for disregarding the agony and grief of a martyr is to have to endure that same agony and

grief yourself. "Writes Jeremiah in ^ ^ '/c , the Book of Lamentations: 'jnf/v r>*U' >>•*/<*

"Judah was exiled because of 'J/t, because of poverty." And the Mdfcash comments on

the word «J i% - h o ^ i ^ ^ p> ( £* ft t , 'J i * P rw fv , "because of 'jm ^ J ,

the 'bread of poverty1, meaning the matzoh - that is, because they ate bread instead of

matzoh on Passover." Tfthat a profound dictumi Matzoh is ijnr P/sl, the poor man's bread, the

synbol of the trials and tribulations which our early ancestors underwent in Egypt. And

because the Jews in the dgys of Jeremiah, preparing their Seder tables amidst the joy and

happiness of the holiday with all its gay trimmimgs, ignored the matzoh, the ijit ^ M ,

the symbol of tragedy and woe, they had tragedy and woe heaped upon their own heads*

Because they disregarded the importance of reexperiemcing the tragedies of martyrs of

previous ages, they were themselves forced to accept the tragic roles of martyrs.
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We too dare not forget the exiles of Jerusalem who were crushed by the Roman tyrants,

the Jews tortured by Inquisitions and Crusades, the six million who perished in our own

lifetime and the saga of countless "Struma"s and"Exodus"es. « r/Y/J CS ? l ̂  J ft*A US

Judeans became exiles because they forgor the exiles#

The second reason why it is necessary for today's Jews to observe Tisha Bfav, is

that tragedy enhances joy and gives you a better understanding and appreciation of life.

I remember that as a young boy I was told the story, of the wise men of Chelm, those

classical fools of Jewish legend and lore, who would wear very tight shoes in the morning

so that they could feel good and comfortalble when they put on well-fitting shoes in the

afternoon* The wise men of Chelm were surely wise in a certain way. No one can appreciate

a good pair of shoes until he has worn a pair of tight, in-fitting and pinching shoes.

No one can understand the full meaning and felicity of joy until he has felt the pangs

of sorrow and grief. The prosperous American Jew who visits Israel for his vacation

cannot comprehend the freedom and greatness and beauty and blessing of an independent

Jewish government as well as a Yemenite Jew who has just come from the poverty and filth

and abomination of the Arabian desert, or as an Eas* European immigrant who remembers^

the horrors of the Nazi whip and the Russian yoke. No contemporary Jew can be grateful

enough for G-dfs blessings to us in 19U8 without reference to 1939 and 19U0 and 19hl.

Israel rebuilt of the 20th century loses its lustre of miraculous blessing if you fail

to compare it with the ravage of Israel ruined of the first century. "Sorrows remembered,"

writes one poet, "sweeten present joys»"

But actually it is more than a matter of "sweetening present joys"* It is

rather more a problem of understanding Life itself* Child psychologists now advise parents

not to sheild their children from every sad and grievous experience. un the contrary, they

counsel a strong dose of realism. Instead of telling the child that his grandfather went

on a long trip overseas, tell him that he died. Only so will he be adequately equipped

to handle agony and grief and tragedy when he is an adult.
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President Roosevelt, as you all well know, suffered untold miseries when the

paralyzing polio struck him down right at the beginning of his career• A psychiatrist might

say that probably the illness had something very definite to do with Roosevelt* s liberal

orientation in politics• His physical disability was displaced into an absorption with

economic disability in others* He learned that there were inferiorities other than those

purely physical, and he learned to sympathize with them* .Allow me to read to you one parti-

cularly striking paragraph from John Gunther's biography of FDR*

"Roosevelt learned what suffering was; he learned compassion*• • He could not balance

on his legs; he did learn to balance with his mind. Maybe he couldnft walk but his feet

were certainly on the ground* He learned the need for courage and hence could transmit

courage to the nation* Ii some respects it might also be said that polio was G-dfs

greatest gift to him* Through the fires of this ordeal he established a power over his

own mind that he had never had before, and this gave him power over the minds of others."

Gunther's insight into the life of an individual holds true for nations too* Only

that nation whose people feel personally the sorrows of the nation's past can adequately

build its future* The history book of a people can have its later pages glow with a halo

of great acheivement only if it contiimally mentions the sacrifices recorded in the tear-

stained lines of earlier pages*

The story of the prophet Jonah stands out as a classical historical example of

a man who found himself unable to face life.He had a fine sensitive soul and a Divine

gift ofl prophecy* Yet when G-d commanded him to go tothe people of Nineveh and rebuke them

for their wickedness, Jonah ran away, unable to face evil and evil-doers* And what was it

in Jonah's background which caused this weakness in facing the realities of life? What

made him an escapist? Our sages say of Jonah - $1 f«î.->> ~A ii -A i\ w^a ^ /o ft/M

Jonah witnessed the happiness in the courts of the Temple* He saw the beauty and majesty

and grandeur and holiness of Jewish life, but he never saw treachery and corruption, he

he never saw destruction and catastrophe and ruination; he saw the Temple in its glory,

but he did not see it in its moments of mourning and destitution* And a wui man, no

matter how great, who was born with a silver spoon in his mouth, weaned on milk and honey
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and exposed only to the pleasant and the sweet, and never the •wretched and the bitter, a

man of that sort inevitably becomes an escapist and runs away from life. Contrast with

Jonah prophets like Jeremiah and xsaiah and Ezekiel, and you w i n see why they didn!t

flee from G-dfs command to get down into the cesspools of life and lift the people out

of their filth and degradation*

Thus by reexperiencing and reliving the destruction of the Temple and Jerusalem on

every Tisha B'av, we come to appreciate the blessings of G-d and His goodness to our

generation, and we are able to better equip ourselves for the mysterious future•

The third reason why I feel that it is imperative for us Jews to relive our national

tragedy on this ninth day of Av, even though we have a State of Israel, is that the tragedy

we mourn is of today, and not despite the State of ̂ srael but intimately connected with

it. In the early part of our history, many years ago, a group of Jews exiled from their

homes wept on the shores of the rivers of Babylon, and they raised their right hands and

swore an oath whigh resounded and reechoed through the Halls of Tajtne to this very day:

D'N> A 3 ( J \ , P'tao' j>r%.aU p/t 9 "If I forget thee, 0 Jerusalem,

let my right hand fail"* VSy friends, I fear that -we have almost forgotten Jerusalem!

I do not mean what we today call the New City of Jerusalem* That is but another Tel Aviv

or Haifa transplanted to the suburbs of the real Jerusalem. In our preoccupation and elation

with the tho mundane matters of the State of Israel, we have almost forgotten that the

real Jerusalem, our Jerusalem, the ̂ ternal City, lies captive in Arab hands. We have almost

forgotten that tonight and tomorrow no Jewish tear will wet the ancient stones of the

Wailing Wall. We have almost forgotten tjiat on the sacred soil where once there rose the

Holy Temple no Jew will recite the hallowed verses of the Book of Lamentations bemoaning

the misfortune of that very same Temple.

How callously indifferent we have become to the fate of our ancient beloved Jeru-

salem* How empty is a Jewish state without a Jewish capital - like a body without a soul,

a person without a personality. For Jerusalem is and shall be our capital in more ways

than one* It is also our spiritual center and the soupce of the Word of G-d* f»J\A fli:>* '*

# "From Zion shall go forth the Law, & the word of 0-4 from Jerusalem'
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And -who m i l deny that just as the gates of Jerusalem are shut to the citizens of Israel,

so is the Word of G-d, coming from Jerusalem, as scarce as ever»

We Jews today seem to think that we have lost the keys to a renewal of a Jerusalem

way of life* We have misplaced the keys to both the physical and the spiritual Jerusalem*

How are im we to find them? Sigmund Freud, in his "Psychopathology of Everyday Life",

discusses this problem of people who misplace things and cannot find them* And the therapeuti

method which psychoanalysts employs* nowadays is by coaxing the patient's mind, causjoig him

to recall all the details surrounding the mislaying of the particular object^and then

the secret is uncovered almost magically. It is only by getting the patient to recollect

his past to the best of his ability that success can be attained* When the first Temple

was destroyed, the Talmud tells us, small groups of C i u ^ o i^->S>, young priests,

gathered together and in their hands they held the keys to the Temple, And they cried out

before G-d, "0 Ldrd of the Universe, because we were not loyal guardians of your Temple, we

return the keys to you* Ĵji?) ̂ ^i \JaJl /J 1^ M l , *is N rtj\P$j/ ?>^t>s> IM> ^ (**'

The form of a hand then seemed to descend from Heaven and took the keys from them, after

which they furled themselves into the flames consuming the ^ ̂  "js N n -A »1. »

My friends, it IS a tragedy that we have lost +Vim ..1fyffTpwl-gfl1 exms an{i on Tisha Bfav wfc

mourn this loss, and we review the history of its downfall many years ago* But doing so

is more than mourning - it is excellent psychoanalysis. Because, by recalling these

traumatic events of 2,000 years ago, we can find the clue to w&ere the keys are. The Talmud

gives us the clear answer* When with heavy heart and wet eyes we relive and reexperienee

the story of the young priests of Jerusalem, we suddenly remeber that it was they who on the

ninth of Av many years ago entrusted the keys 44 the Temple and Jerusalem to - the Hand of

G-d. There is no other place to look for these precious keys except in the Hand of G-d

which has been saving them for us these many years* Only there can we find the keys to the

Jerusalem we have come dangerously near forgetting* Only then can we keep our oath,

' 7h^(jl M« * if I forget t&ee, 0 Jerusalem, let my right hand fail.
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We have three reasons, then, for observing Tisha Bfav today;
ONE, loyalty to the memory ofl our people's martyrs.

TWO, the dimensions that recall of tragedy adds to our life and joy.

THREE, the loss of Jerusalem today and the keys to its recovery and redemption*

These three reasons are sufficiently cogent to make any man or woman with a

Jewish heart feel the pain of his people. Consequently, I expect *fc«fc every man, woman and

child here today, and all your friends who should be but are not here, to come to this

synagogue this evening and join your fellow Jews in the traditional reading of the Book

of Lamentations. And it will not harm any of us if we will shed a tear or two for the

sake of Jerusalem. ?> ̂  M ?A ^ f e n I ̂ ^r± p' cfto ' P* P - M ^ ^

And may all those who mourn for Jerusalem be aided by our Merciful G-d to see it in its

new glory, rebuilt and rededicated to the ancient principles of Israel.

BENEDICTION: iS.Jp1 (^h a *> "* * *x f'*

May all those who plant in toor-o reap in, song. May the streets of Jerusalem,

so soaked in tears, resound with the song and laughter ofi old men and young children,

thanking the Almighty Creator for His Grace and Goodness, and may the Divine Redeemer

come quickly in our days. Amen#


